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STANDARD ALTA - UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE

SLED-BASE ARM CHAIR

4-LEG ARMLESS CHAIR
WITH STACKING DOLLY
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4-LEG ARM CHAIR
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Standard Alta, with its sleek lines, stylish
looks, and modern design updates any room.
Whether in a conference room, waiting
room, training room, food service area,
or office guest area, all who experience
Alta Standard will appreciate the ergonomic
design complete with contoured seat and
back support, as well as the comfort of the
foam-cushioned and upholstered seat and
backrest.
As refined as it is in design, it also is in
function. Stackability offers easy, organized
storage, and saves valuable space. Standard
Alta also boasts sturdy, well-structured legs
with a "kick-back" style to enhance structural
integrity, stability, and resistance to wear.
Seats can be ganged to help maintain and
simplify seating arrangements.
Leg chair is stackable. Sled-base chair can
not be stacked.

Glides - Rubber, non-skid
glides work well on hard
floor surfaces.

Arms - Nylon arms are
available in several colors to
help complement the frame
colors.

Wall Saver - Alta’s wall
saver leg keeps the chair
from marring the wall.

STOOL

Seat Gangers - Steel wire
gangers are available to meet
the needs of ganging no arm
chairs.

Arm Gangers - The arm
ganging option simplifies
seating arrangements.

Alta Standard Stool - is a
fine addition to the product
line. The foot rest provides
comfort while in the seated
position.
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Well-structured, sturdy, smart and functional.
That's Alta Basic. The frame is 7/8" o.d. X
13-gauge tubular steel with a "kick-back"
leg style. The Alta Basic maintains superb
structural integrity, stability, and resistance
to wear. It's also stackable, which saves
valuable space and makes for more
organized, convenient, and easy storage.
Comfort is also an advantage with Alta Basic.
It offers a 3/8" thick polypropylene inner seat
with a 3/4" thick polyfoam cushion, and 3/4"
thick polyurethane foam backrest. Both are
upholstered for added comfort.
Leg chair is stackable. Sled-base chair can
not be stacked.

BASIC ARM CHAIR

Arm - Alta Basic’s arm is a
continuous part of the frame.
The curves on the arms flow
with the overall lines on the
chair.
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Steel Glide - The steel glide
is the perfect match for most
floors. Plastic glides are also
available.

Curved Leg - Alta Basic’s
curved leg adds an aesthetically pleasing look to the
chair and adds to the front
stability on the chair.

Poly Back - The poly back
panel complements the total
chair appearance and adds
long lasting durability.
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ALTA BASIC-INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONALITY

STACKING DOLLY
BASIC ARMLESS CHAIR
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OPTIONS INCLUDE POLY CHAIRS & TABLET ARM CHAIRS

ALTA POLY TABLET ARM

ALTA POLY ARMLESS
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Perfect for any educational setting, Alta Tablet
Arm chairs are built to withstand the rigors of
continuous use—people getting in and out,
flipping the tablet up and down, pressing on
the tablet when writing, as well as being
moved around the room time after time.
The design of the Alta tablet arm chairs are
sturdy yet functional, modern yet simple.
The well-structured legs are 7/8" O.D. X
13-gauge tubular steel, and the "kick-back"
leg feature enhances the chair's integrity,
stability, and durability. Alta tablet arm chairs
are available in left- or right-handed models both of which offer a tablet that flips up for
easy access and seating. The tablet is made
of multi-layer plywood with a laminate top
for a durable, smooth writing surface.

Kick-Back Leg - Wall saver
leg design helps prevent any
possible marring to the walls.

The Alta tablet arm chairs are available in
polypropylene or with the back and seat
foam cushioned and upholstered.

Flip-Top Tablet Arm Allows for easy access in
and out of the chair.

Back - Alta’s compound
curved back is made of
9-ply hardwood plywood.

ALTA UPHOLSTERED TABLET ARM

Tablet Arm Attachment The tablet arm is welded
to the frame providing
necessary structural integrity.
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FABRICS AND FINISHES
*Product fabrics and finishes shown are reproduced as faithfully as possible within the limitations of the printing process.
COVER SHOT
Mayer Fabrics Savannah10 253-001 Spicy
Bases-Chrome (CH)
PAGE 2/3 SPREAD-FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
Mayer Fabrics Savannah10 253-001 Spicy with Chrome (CH)
Mayer Fabrics Branch Out WC744-009 Spice with Black Base (BL)
Mayer Fabrics Links 273-001 Brick with Warm Grey Base (WG)
Mayer Fabrics Over the Top 283-002 Caramel with Chrome (CH)
PAGE 4/5 SPREAD-FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
Fabric unavailable-Black Base (BL)
Mayer Fabrics Quattro 300-004 Midnight Blue with Chrome Base (BL)
PAGE 6/7 SPREAD-FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
Moss (MZ) Poly and Chrome Base with Nickel Evolv (LNV) Tablet Arm
Lemon Cream (LC) Poly with Chrome Base (CH)
Mayer Fabrics Branch Out WC744-009 Spice with Black Base (BL) and Monticello Maple (LMT) Tablet Arm
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